Dear Geoff,

ORR has now written to tram industry owners, operators and infrastructure managers to formally pass on the recommendations in the RAIB report: *Overturning of a tram at Sandilands junction, Croydon, 9 November 2016*, published on 7 December 2017.

Although the recommendations are not addressed to UKTram, I believe you have a critical role to play in enabling the industry players to discharge them.

Recommendations 1 and 2 in particular, but in practice recs 3-8 as well, require cooperation and collaboration across the UK tram industry. I welcome the spirit of cooperation that has been demonstrated at the summit meeting in Manchester on 22 January and in the subsequent LRTSSB steering group meetings and the role UKTram is taking in facilitating this work.

For information, attached is an example of the letter ORR sent to tram industry owners, operators and infrastructure managers regarding recs 1-8.

Regards,

Ian Prosser
Director Railway Safety